DataEditor saves you time
so that you can focus on your analysis with confidence instead
of losing time manually remediating its underlying data
DataEditor is DataPlait’s proprietary data-manipulation software. Its emphasis is
on rapidly reorganising and editing data in preparation for analysis and masterdata management. It also enables users to instantly create analytically-enabled
apps within Excel.

Easily manipulate your data
You can now rapidly edit and reorganise your data on-the-fly and in batches – thanks to
DataEditor. It all happens within the familiar environment of Microsoft Excel through a
powerful add-in. Business users and analysts can selectively isolate and manipulate their data
in chunks. This is a very efficient and productive approach to correct, edit and reorganise data
for desktop analyses.

40% of business
initiatives fail to
meet their objectives
due to poor data
quality - Gartner

Gone are the days of scrolling through spreadsheets
and manually remediating data for analysis. Business
users can quickly harmonize, validate, re-orientate,
select and disaggregate their data. Powerful features
provide added leverage without the need to write
update-queries or manually isolate records for
editing. Data is easily manipulated while reviewing
analyses, bringing increased confidence in the
accuracy of the results – at speed.

This powerful tool is suitable for virtually any type of
desktop analysis in a business setting (up to a million
records at a time). Finance, Audit, Marketing,
Procurement, HR and other departments are
becoming ever-increasingly analytically driven in their decision making. It’s important to have
sound underlying data to draw sound conclusions. Our software can drastically reduce the
trade-off between time constraints and information accuracy.

Instantly create your own
apps for your analyses

Big data, small data,
internal, external,
experimental, observational
— everywhere we look,
information is being
captured, quantified, and
used to make business
decisions.. - Harvard Business

Evolving analytical needs and the continually
broadening availability of data require evolving
applications (or ERP-system modules) to make sense
of it and to take advantage of it for better business
decision making. We’ve made it super simple to
instantly create your own fit-for-new-purpose apps
within Excel. No coding is required – just leverage our
Review
processing engine and powerful features to turn a spreadsheet into a productive app with all
of the analytical capabilities of Excel. These context-specific apps and their underlying data

are easily shared and can be adapted further within teams and across the organisation. As a
business user or business analyst, you can quickly create new and temporary solutions to
meet specific informational needs. You can also create virtual systems with your apps in a
fraction of typical development times. No databases are needed. We'll share our templates
with you to get you off to a fast start. You’re enabled to bring faster insights to situations and
boost productivity at a much lower cost – just do it.

Update the Master Data
You can also post corrections to master data,
whether it’s a chart of accounts, a catalogue or any
other master table, in a controlled, reversible and
auditable manner. Doing this can apply any
corrections which you make or recommend to
databases for the benefit of your colleagues across
the organisation.

Hard-to-use business
intelligence (BI) tools, lack
of business user skills, lack
of IT support, data security
and access, and data quality
impede self-service BI BARC

Master-data managers can also easily regroup and
subgroup master-data items for better reporting and other purposes. Item descriptions are
quickly refined and classified. ERP-system and database master-tables can be instantly
updated in situe. Changes can be tracked and simply rolled back if necessary.

Legacy IT structures may
hinder new types of
analysis and managing
unstructured data often
remains beyond traditional
IT capabilities. Fully
resolving these issues often
takes years. - McKinsey

You’re IT
DataEditor can quickly enable you to proactively
solve your information needs in this data-driven era.
Boost your analytical ability, data competency and
productivity, easily.
There’s a complimentary one-year license on offer to
every corporate (Ts & Cs apply) so contact us for a
demonstration and get started.
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DataEditor saves you time
Focus on your analysis with confidence instead of losing
time manually remediating its underlying data
• Fix your data there and then
• Build analytical apps with your data, instantly

Don’t wait when you don’t have to . .
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